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the fire; and, brethren, if we have
that gold and eye salve, we can
then, and not till then, see the
wonderful righteousness of God
and our own unrighteousness.

Griffin asked all who believed that work here, and for us we go to
he and Elder Rouse had been Winslow. MRS. JESSIE, ROUSE,.
preaching the truth to rise, nearly
all stood up. Seven arose to signiWINSTED.—I have been holding
fy their intention of keeping all meetings at this place for three
the commandments of God; and weeks, -and the interest is increasthree arose for baptism. There are ing and calls are coming in from
several more who could not attend other places to come and hold
211 the time, but who we believe meetings.
Field Reports.
will obey later; they now say they
Brother Ziegler has been with
wish to study more. Thus the me some of the time but has gone
CHESTER. —May 2t Elder Grif- Lord is calling his children from
fin and my husband came to this every nation, kindred, tongue and home now. I hope he will return
place, and begun putting up the people, and it is such a privilege this week for the battle is going
hard; some are dying hard but I
tents.
The'children and I came a
that we have of being workers to- have hope that they will be made
few days later, and Friday evening
Pray for the alive again.
(May 25) the first meeting was gether with him.
held.
The attendence has been
good from the first, ranging from
fifty to one hundred and fifty.
The interest and order have been
excellent, nearly all paying the
closest attention to the words of
truth as they were being presented.
Last week I felt impressed that I
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should visit every home in this vi- • ,•
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'et \
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cinity, and almost at the same time I/ t,
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FIRST CONSID
I thought of the fifteen "Object Nt"4401:114COMFORT
Lessons" at houie, that we had become responsible for. We had one
copy with us. I took it and in six
hours, with the help of the Lord, I
had taken eight orders. I also took
another at the tent before services.
At each home I visited I asked how
they enjoyed the meetings, and
DALLAS, TEX.
W.G.CRUSH
gave them tracts on the subjects
they did not understand. Friday afternoon I delivered all the
books, and the people were glad to
get them.
Last Sabbath afternoon about
forty mothers and girls came to the
tent and were very much interested
AN institution where Hyas I told them some of the ways to
drotherapy and Rational
keep in health, and some of the
Treatments and Dietetics are
simple remedies for disease.
employed in the treatment of
We held our last meeting Sunday
disease. Ample treatment
rooms enable us to use all
night; and as Elder Griffin explainkinds of baths, massage, and
ed the "Seal of God and the mark
electricity in all its forms,
of the beast," showing that each
Our Surgical Ward is -well
one must either receive the wrath
equipped, and we are prepared to receive surgical cases. We have at present two
of man, or the wrath of God con- cottage buildings, with all modern conveniences, in a very desirable location. Skilltained in the seven last plagues, ful physicians and trained nurses furnish every attention to patients. For further
we could see that a deep impression particulars, address,
was being made. There was hardly a dry eye in the tent, as they
1623 'Broadway, 14.ittle
bade us good bye, and when Elder
.iff/•••=r..1•10,
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